ACTIVATE YOUR

STEM CELLS
What is the Life Wave X39
Stem Cell Activation Patch?

The Life Wave X39 Stem Cell Activation Patch is made
out of organic amino acid crystals that when applied
to your skin is activated by its heat which is a form
of infrared light. This reflects back a light wave that
elevates GHK-Cu Copper Peptide which is proven to
ACTIVATE your stem cells, PRODUCE more stem cells,
and RESET your stem cells to a younger healthier state,
much like the sun activates Vitamin D in your body.
When you put activated younger stem cells on
old tissues, you turn that tissue young again!
By age 35 we have lost 50% of our stem cell activity.
By age 65 we have lost almost all our stem cell activity.

When we activate our body with these younger pluripotent
stem cells, they have the unique ability to turn into whatever
stem cell the body needs for repair.
Some people experience results within 1-7 days. Most
experience results within 28-30 days. Results will vary! The new
stem cells may be regenerating an internal organ first before
repairing something you feel. Know that within 24 hours
the stem cell activation patch resets 3,000-4,000 genes to a
younger healthier state! Deep healing occurs at approximately
3 months.
PEOPLE NOTICE: better sleep, more joy, youthful energy,
mental clarity, pain and inflammation reduction, soft skin,
wrinkle reduction, hair growth, wound healing, enhanced
sports performance, faster recovery, and reversed cellular
aging.
HOW TO USE: Wear 12 hours ON to activate and 12 hours OFF
to repair. Re-apply a new patch daily. Patches can be worn on an
area of concern or one of the two designated locations shown
on the website. More than one patch can be applied if desired.

Learn more at startx39.com

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
Health - Wellness - Beauty

Regenerative Medicine refers to therapies that are able to repair, restore and regenerate damaged tissue in the body. These
treatments represent a significant advancement from traditional ones that offer symptom relief as a proverbial “band aid.”
My journey with Regenerative Medicine began with my left knee. From a western medicine position, I needed knee
replacement surgery. I did not want the down time and physical therapy that goes with having knee replacement surgery.
There is a 60-40% success ratio. I did not want to be in the 40% that did not have a positive result.
With that in mind I started to do research on alternative methods other then having surgery. I discovered Regenerative
Medicine, specifically Regenerative Stem Cell Therapy. I found a center that friends had used for their regenerative
procedures. They had wonderful results. I decided to proceed and had Regenerative Therapy in my left knee area.
That was in November 2018. Two years later, I have a strong left knee and a new quality of life.
As a medical spa owner I knew that I had to bring Regenerative Medicine to my business.
I am now introducing to you a revolutionary non dermal patented patch system, X39 from Life Wave. This 17 year old
company has over 50 patents with other health and wellness modalities. X39 is a daily application that will create
regenerative cellular health. I look forward to assisting you with all your health and wellness needs.
Be Blessed,

LEARN MORE AT STARTX39.COM
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